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Abstract

Conventional circuit-switched networks are increasingly 

being replaced by packet-based networks for voice com-

munication applications. Additionally, there has been an 

increased deployment of services supporting speech based 

interactions. These trends demand reliable transmission of 

speech data not just for playback but also to ensure accept-

able automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance. In 

this paper, we present an overview of techniques that have 

been investigated to improve ASR performance against 

two major degradation factors in the context of packet 

networks: (1) information loss due to a low bit-rate codec 

and (2) packet loss due to channel (network) conditions. In 

addition, we highlight another key issue, packet loss rate, 

by showing ASR performance as a function of packet size 

and channel condition.

1. Introduction 

As customer demand for convenient access to a variety of 

services in network-based applications increases, provi-

sioning dependable ASR is becoming more important for 

service providers such as telephone/cellular phone or 

internet-related companies. A general ASR system that is 

currently being deployed in network-based applications 

uses a client/server architecture. Typically, the client is a 

low complexity front-end terminal which acquires speech 

data. The speech data are encoded and transmitted to a 

server over a lossy (packet) network. The server hosts a 

high complexity speech recognizer which uses the encoded 

speech data for recognition. This architecture not only 

reduces computational burden at the low complexity 

portable device, but also makes it more straightforward to 

update the recognizer and its application resources. In this 

context, reliable transmission of speech data (through 

wired and/or wireless networks) to ensure minimal degra-

dation in ASR performance is strongly desired. 

There have been two main network-based client/server 

ASR systems as shown in Fig. 1. The first is Network 

Speech Recognition (NSR), where the speech signal is 

encoded, transmitted and decoded and the speech features 

for ASR are extracted from the decoded speech at the 

server. The other is Distributed Speech Recognition (DSR) 

where speech features for ASR are extracted, encoded and 

transmitted by the client. The decoded speech features are 

directly used at the server for recognition. NSR has the 

advantage that the client does not have to be changed, i.e., 

we can use the same front-end terminal such as those used 

in Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) or 

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), for transmission of 

speech data. However, DSR is known to provide superior 

ASR performance [1] since the coding can be explicitly 

optimized to maximize speech recognition performance 

and not playback. 

During the last decade, there have been a number of 

efforts that have focused on reliable transmission of speech 

data for network-based ASR. Lately, the research has 

increasingly focused on improving ASR performance for 

speech transmitted over packet networks. This trend is 

natural since conventional circuit-switched networks are 

currently being replaced by packet-based networks. This 

paper summarizes previous research on robust ASR over 

packet networks. Specifically, two major degradation 

factors in ASR performance in the context of packet 

networks are considered: (1) source coding - information 

loss due to a low bit-rate codec and (2) channel errors - 

packet loss due to channel (network) conditions. Section 2 

addresses the source coding problem and presents tech-

niques that have been adopted to improve ASR perform-

ance by improved source coding. Section 3 addresses the 

channel coding and error recovery mechanisms. Different 

error protection and mitigation schemes are summarized 

and analyzed. In addition, another key issue is addressed 

by analyzing ASR performance as a function of packet size 

and channel condition, i.e., packet loss rate (PLR). 

The structure of rest of this paper is as follows: Sec-

tions 2 and 3 summarize prior techniques to improve ASR 

performance over packet networks in terms of information 

loss and packet loss, respectively. Section 4, shows the 

dependence of ASR performance on packet size and PLR. 

Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5. 

2. Source Coding Techniques 

Transmission of speech data over networks for ASR 

applications requires encoding speech data, much similar 

to conventional speech communication, in order to meet 

bandwidth requirements. As mentioned in Section 1, NSR 

and DSR encode different speech sources:  while speech 

signals get encoded in NSR, speech features used for ASR 

are encoded in DSR. Both methods, however, will result in 

some information loss, unavoidable due to the use of low 

bit-rate codecs. In this section, we review research on 

speech (source) codecs for each case and comment on 

possible future research directions. 

Early research in NSR focused on studying the influ-

ence of speech codecs used for voice communication on 
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Fig.1. Two main methods to transmit speech data for ASR

through networks: Network Speech Recognition (top figure) 

and Distributed Speech Recognition (bottom figure).

ASR performance [2-3]. These studies found that, although

degradation in ASR performance was reduced under

‘matched conditions’ (when decoded speech signals were

used for both training and testing a speech recognizer), 

there still remains a considerable performance gap to be 

overcome to support their use in practice. This perform-

ance degradation, which is NSR’s most critical disadvan-

tage, was attributed primarily to encoding that was percep-

tually-optimized for speech playback and not for machine

speech recognition. It is important to note that speech

processing required to satisfy perceptual criteria in speech

codecs are distinct from those required to ensure maximal

discriminability in speech pattern classification. Neverthe-

less, a number of efforts for NSR have been pursued

primarily on the grounds that NSR has the advantage that

the encoding at a client does not have to be modified for

performing recognition at a server. Among these recent

efforts in developing coding techniques for NSR, the most

attractive one is the proposal of feature extraction from

transmitted codec parameters (bit-stream) and not from

decoded speech signals [4-7]. This has been shown to

result in better ASR performance than the case when

speech features were extracted from decoded speech

signals, and has closely approached ASR performance

achieved by DSR systems. (As mentioned in Section 1,

DSR is known to be superior in ASR performance to

NSR.) The reason for the good ASR performance of this

method is that it extracts speech features directly from

encoded spectral information and thus, avoids spectral

degradation introduced during speech reconstruction.

Further research should attempt an integrated analysis of 

the characteristics of codec parameters in conjunction with

efficient feature extraction/selection methods used for 

recognition.

The ASR performance degradation in NSR naturally

led to a new research direction that focused on transmitting

speech features instead of speech signals. This method,

referred to as DSR, can be viewed as an approach to

enable better network-based ASR performance by reducing 

the information loss which arises due to inefficient repre-

sentation of speech features in source coding. The superior 

ASR performance achievable by DSR has motivated a

research trend in developing DSR encoders which are

optimized for recognition, not for speech playback as is the

case in conventional speech coding [8-9]. This is based on

the idea that speech codecs optimized for perceptual

quality are not suitable for recognition and the assumption

that there exist (different) optimal codecs for recognition. 

The results obtained thus far are promising and have

resulted in Aurora, a DSR system standardized by the

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)

[10]. Despite these excellent research efforts, to ensure

practical acceptance, the following critical disadvantages

of DSR must still be overcome: (1) service providers have

to release a new front-end terminal, which obviously incurs 

additional cost and (2) speech reconstructed using speech

features that have been transmitted for recognition are not

yet acceptable for playback [11,21]. Continuing progress 

however signals promise in this regards [23].

Future work should focus on development of 

source/channel coding techniques that not only are opti-

mized for efficient data delivery but that are targeted

toward the final application, i.e., recognition. An interest-

ing question is whether the fact that the final target is a

computer algorithm (pattern recognizer for speech recogni-

tion), not a human, can result in different source/channel

coding algorithms enabling better ASR performance.

3. Packet Loss Recovery Techniques 

Packet loss and delay jitter are both caused by network

congestion and are two major issues in network-based

applications. Fortunately, for network-based ASR delay

jitter introduces limited problems because a recognizer can

wait for the delayed data to arrive [12]. Retransmission,

which is used in Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), is 

the best method to recover lost packets. However, it is not

suitable for real time applications. Hence, User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) which does not provide recovery services 

is generally used for transmission of speech data. For these

reasons, packet loss in UDP is considered in this section as 

the only major degradation factor resulting in ASR per-

formance due to undesirable network conditions.

There have been several research efforts on packet loss 

recovery techniques in order to improve ASR performance

over packet networks, mainly based on methods outlined in

[13]. The authors mention five schemes that can be applied

for robust ASR over packet networks: forward error 

correction (FEC), insertion, interpolation, regeneration and

interleaving. FEC is the error protection scheme, chosen by

the ETSI DSR standard, Aurora, which is implemented by

adding redundant bits to a packet. More gains in ASR 

performance can be obtained by applying unequal error

protection schemes to FEC [14].

Insertion, interpolation and regeneration are basic

schemes to replace lost packets according to different pre-

specified rules. In cases when packet size is small, reason-

able improvements in ASR performance have been ob-

tained [15-16]. Interleaving is an efficient scheme to

enhance ASR performance from the effects of burst packet

losses by shuffling several frames or packets. This scheme

when combined with repetition or interpolation has been

shown to provide additional gains in ASR performance

[15].
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Fig. 2. A 2-state Markov model (Gilbert model) to model 

network  packet loss.

Table 1. Channel conditions according to p,q and PLR.

PLR is calculated as PLR=p/(p+q)

Unlike the aforementioned schemes, multiple descrip-

tion coding (MDC) [22] makes use of network diversity to 

enable robust ASR over packet networks [17]. Here,

multiple descriptions are created for the same source data.

Each individual description carries limited information

about the source data, but, the combination of all the 

descriptions yields near optimal representation of the 

original source data. The MDC scheme relies on different 

descriptions being transmitted over different routes. By

assuming that packet losses on different routes are inde-

pendent, it is highly unlikely that all descriptions for a 

given source data are simultaneously lost. This ensures that 

for every given instant the server receives at least some

information about the speech utterances acquired at the 

client. It can be expected that the MDC scheme might be

an effective technique to protect against burst packet losses.

A networked ASR system employing MDC scheme has

shown around 15% enhancement in ASR performance

compared to the case of using the G.729 standard at a PLR 

of 10%, with 90% of the burst packet losses being less than

or equal to 11 frames [17].

Another trend has been in the use of soft decision at the 

decoding step instead of hard decision [18,19]. The soft 

decision algorithms incorporate information about the 

reliability of received data, provided by channel coding

schemes, directly into the speech recognizer decoding step

to improve ASR performance. In general, soft decoding is 

more relevant to mitigate bit errors and not packet errors.

However, soft decision decoding has also been applied to

mitigate performance degradation due to packet losses [18].

The general ASR performance over packet networks

has been investigated by [12] and [20] for NSR and DSR,

respectively. Similar results were obtained for both cases,

i.e., ASR performance over packet networks is very

sensitive to burst packet losses while it is tolerant to 

independent or random packet losses. In [12], the addi-

tional degradation caused by burst packet losses, when

compared to random packet losses, was tested by fixing the

PLR and gradually increasing the probability of burst 

packet loss. In [20], the mean length of burst packet losses

was set to 4. Unfortunately, no research work so far has 

shown acceptable improvements in ASR performance

against burst packet losses. Hence future work should

concentrate on improving ASR performance against burst

packet losses. In order to achieve better performance, more

flexibility is required both at the encoding and at the

packetization stages. Flexibility at the packetization stage

can be achieved by changing the number of frames in a 

packet. In the next section we investigate ASR perform-

ance for different packet sizes.

4. ASR Performance and Packet Size

As mentioned in Section 3, the research investigations

that have been done so far in order to alleviate the effect of 

packet losses in ASR performance have mostly handled 

short packets (Typically each packet is assumed to have

less than five frames. The reason for choosing small

number of frames is to minimize delay introduced due to

packetization). Moreover, they have not shown reasonable

results in overcoming burst packet losses. To enable more

flexibility in the system design we explore the relationship

in ASR performance between packet size and packet loss 

(PLR) through simulation experiments.

Condition 1 2 3 4

PLR 0.006 0.090 0.286 0.385

p 0.005 0.066 0.200 0.250

q 0.853 0.670 0.500 0.400

For the experiments, we consider connected digit rec-

ognition as the recognition task. The TIDIGITS database

consisting of 8440 files from 55 male and 55 female adult

speakers for training, and 4004 files from 52 male and 52

female adult speakers for testing, was used. The HMM for 

each digit contained 5 states and the observation in each 

state used 4 mixture Gaussian density functions. For

modeling different packet loss environments (conditions 1 

through 4 in Table 1), we used the Gilbert model, a 2-state 

Markov model shown in Fig. 2. p is the probability that the 

next packet is lost given the current packet is not lost and q

is the probability that the next packet is not lost given that

the current packet is lost. The parameter q controls the

amount of burst packet losses [14]. Conditions 1 and 2

exhibit predominantly solitary losses and fairly insignifi-

cant number of burst packet losses. Approximately, 90% of 

the burst packet losses at conditions 1 and 2 consisted of

three packets or less while, at conditions 3 and 4, 90% of

the burst packet losses consisted of five packets or less [20].

We assumed that there was no data loss at the speech codec.

The baseline ASR performance was 96.96% which is the

case for no packet losses. 

Table 2 shows ASR performance for 4 different packet

sizes, where the number of frames per packet was 5, 10, 15

and 20, respectively. The experiments were conducted for 

4 different channel conditions, i.e., percentage PLR of 0.6,

9, 28.6 and 38.5, respectively. First, we can confirm from

this table that ASR performance is very sensitive to burst

packet losses, by noticing that recognition performance

becomes worse as the burst characteristics of channels

increases, i.e., recognition performance in the last row in 

Table 1 is the lowest in each column. This is consistent

with results obtained in previous research studies.

As mentioned in Section 3, there have been no accept-

able approaches to overcome the effects of burst packet 

losses on ASR performance. Since packet loss distribution

in real network environments mostly exhibits burst charac-

teristics, the solution to ASR performance’s sensitivity for 

burst packet losses is critically desired. Second, we can see

by focusing our attention to the change in recognition

performance from packet size 5 to 20 that the recognition 



Table 2. Recognition performance (%) for different
frame sizes and channel conditions. The best recogni-

tion performance for each channel condition is indi-
cated in bold.

performance in each channel condition does not degrade

proportionally as the size of a packet increases. The best

recognition performance for different channel conditions is

achieved for different packet sizes (indicated in bold in

Table 2). This is not consistent with the fact that (percep-

tual) audio quality is known to degrade as packet size

increases, which means that the optimal packet size for 

ASR over packet networks is dependent on the channel

condition. From these results, based on a TIDIGITS 

connected digit recognition task in this paper, we can 

conclude that choice of packet size for ASR applications

should consider channel conditions for reliable ASR

performance over packet networks.

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we summarized and analyzed techniques that

have been proposed to improve ASR performance when

speech is sent over packet networks. The specific focus has 

been on two major degradation factors, namely data loss 

due to a codec and packet loss due to channel conditions.

In addition, we addressed the role of packet size for 

reliable transmission of speech data over packet networks.

We studied ASR performance as a function of packet size

and packet loss rate and showed that the packet size that

achieves minimal ASR error rate depends on the channel 

conditions.  There are a number of open questions that

remain to be tackled, especially in terms of dealing with

burst packet losses, for achieving robust ASR that would

enable reliable practical use of voice-based services over

packet networks.
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